Lamp cluster body

JavaScript seems to be disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled in your
browser to utilize the functionality of this website. For those of you who would rather not worry
about so many pieces, we offer lamp cluster designs with sockets as well. One less step for you
to worry about means getting to your finished product faster. Available in a number of shapes,
sizes, and finishes, finding the right part is easy. We just need to know the number of lights the
fixture will need, the preferred direction of the lights pointing up, down, to the side, etc. With
this information, we can slim down the search to a few possibilities to make the selection
process much less intimidating. If you need a classic look, we recommend brass because it has
a timeless shine that will fit in with most antique designs. Our brass parts come in polished,
unfinished, and antique finishes depending on how bright or muted you prefer the color to be.
For new-age and modern designs, we have finishes available in bronze brown with a nice shine
and nickel plated silver in color. These colors are more suited to fixtures that require neutral
tones for a modern design scheme. We are proud to provide their wide array of lamp cluster
styles and lamp cluster bodies to consumers who need replacements and do-it-yourselfers
looking for great quality parts. Our friendly and knowledgeable staff will do everything we can to
make sure you find the right part for your lighting fixture as quickly and efficiently as possible.
Take a few steps to finally fixing that broken lighting fixture or start making one of your own
today. Come by the store or shop on our website to see all the parts we have for you. It's never
too late to fix an antique, so let's get started. Categories Menu. Account Cart. One part that is
vital to proper fixture construction is the lamp cluster. If you're familiar with do-it-yourself
lighting assembly, you know this piece is important and can make or break your design. If
you're new to lighting fixtures or just need a replacement, our company has a wide selection of
lamp cluster bodies to get your fixture back on track. Displaying products 1 to 36 of 76 total.
Show 36 48 60 All per page. Build or restore. Shopping for One or Two Parts for your personal
use? Are you interested in. Do you Buy Lamp Parts often for your business or side hustle?
Retail Shopper. Wholesale Buyer. Requires Registration and Minimum orders to get Wholesale
Prices. Thousands of. Lamp Parts. Not in business? Not a problem! Save time with our Quick
Order System:. Extensive inventory and excellent customer service make Kirks Lane your first
choice for lighting parts. Welcome to Kirks Lane Lamp Parts. Since , we have been America's
premier lamp parts distributor. We pledge to have the most competitive prices in the industry!
As always, we continue to be the fastest shipping supplier anywhere. If you are looking for wire,
cords, sockets, shades, brass parts or glass we have what you need to repair, build or restore
your lamps and fixtures! Please enjoy shopping our different and exclusive parts on our site.
Monthly Promotions. Lamp Parts Hardware Kirks Lane has an assortment of lamp parts
accessories including lamp sockets, brass lamp hardware and various lamp replacement parts.
Wholesale Lamp Shades We have in stock a large assortment of high-quality silk lamp shades,
hardback lamp shades and glass lamp shades that you will love. Lamp Making Parts and
Hardware Find a full line of antique lamp parts, porcelain light sockets and brass tubing for the
lamp maker and hobbyist. We can show you how to rewire lamps. Featured Products. Browse
ALL Categories. Caution: Electrical Hazard! You must remember that before you attempt to fit,
replace, or remove any of the parts on an electric lamp or fixture you must always disconnect or
unplug the lamp or fixture from any source of electricity before you begin. Simply turning the
lamp "off" will not protect you from an electrical shock. If you are not sure how to safely
disconnect your lamp or fixture from its electrical source, you should contact a licensed
electrician or your local power company for further instructions. There is a vast difference in
quality of sockets. The shell is threaded on both ends. The captive ring slips over the cap, and
threads onto the top of the shell after it is wired. Couldn't be easier! If you've ever had to
disassemble a regular snap-in socket, you'll really appreciate this feature. The old stand-by
"regular" snap-in socket is fine, until you get ready to take it apart. Nine times out of 10, you'll
ruin the socket trying to pry off the cap or when applying pressure where it says, "Press Here".
The Deluxe socket solves this problem, and is well worth the price difference. The Deluxe
sockets are far superior to the snap-together style on a bridge lamp, where the weight of the
shade is hanging off the end of the socket. Click on pictures to enlarge to full size. A lot of old
lamps have sockets that have threads on the outside. These are called Uno sockets. Now they
are widely used only on bridge lamps, where the shade hangs downward. The Uno fitter on the
shade is threaded on the inside, and screws onto the end of the socket. Uno fitters on many
shade frames are recessed 1" or 2", which helps hide the socket itself. This is good if you have
a pull-chain type socket and using a fabric or hardback shade. If you're using a Glass shade on
a bridge lamp, we recommend a turn-knob socket, or a push-thru switch. If you've ever had a
pull-chain snap back and break a glass shade, you'll know why we do not recommend pull chain
socket with a glass shade. A Uno fitter flush at the top of the shade provides easier access to
the on-off switch. Click on picture to enlarge to full size. Click on pictures to enlarge. Click on

picture to enlarge. Fat-Boys are often found on early electric antique lamps and fixtures. This
-one-slot insulator is intended for use as a replacement for worn or missing insulators. We
accept credit card payments directly. Call us first to determine shipping and insurance charges.
Cluster Assemblies for two or more lights Click on pictures to enlarge to full size. For 3" fitter
10" diameter reflector bowl. Takes Mogul socket. Takes standard socket. Flicker Flame Bulbs
for Candelabra Socket we do not carry these - check your local hardware or lighting store.
Comes with insulator as shown above. Candelabra sockets shown above. Prices subject to
change! Adds to your order. This large three-whole cluster body allows you to use the 0-cap
hole for a single-tier fixture or add up to three holes for additional fixtures. Learn more about
your style and personalization options here. This chandelier cluster body is available in a
multitude of different finish colors to ensure you can create a fixture that matches your current
decor and personal aesthetic. Choose from finishes like polished copper, brushed nickel, matte
white, and more! Keep in mind that some of our finishes, like the raw metal finish, were
developed so they can oxidize and add character to your fixtures. We recommend you use it for
industrial style applications. You can also clean and sand them to paint them with a unique
finish. Color Cord Company strives to be a one-stop-shop solution for all your lighting fixture
needs. Visit our online store to customize your own creation or shop ready-made products for
easy installation. Looking for a little guidance? Check out our blog for advice or reach out to
our friendly customer service representatives today! We offer a variety of shipping options. See
more about our shipping options and policy here. All eligible products must be returned within
30 days of delivery. Wire by the foot, custom and made to order fixtures are not eligible for
returns. For more return information please see our return policy here. Be sure to sign up for
our mailing list to receive information about all promotions, sales, DIY projects and more! In this
quick video tutorial we show you just how easy it is to wire our basic socket. A few feet of cloth
covered electrical wire won't go very far if it isn't properly cut and stripped. Learn how to cut
and strip by watching our tutorial video. Learn why the lighting experts tin their wire and the
various ways that you can do it to improve your DIY projects and assemblies. See what Color
Cord customers have to say about our products! Your favorite color of cloth covered electrical
wire is no good without something to wire it to. Check out our wiring resource guide here! Cap
Option 0 Hole 1 Hole. Pairs well with check to include. Product Information. Product Videos.
Ratings and Reviews. Frequently Asked Questions. What are your shipping options? What is
your return policy? Do you ever run promotions or sales? What are your payment options? Do
you offer designer discounts? Read more about our designer and trade program here. Large
3-Hole Cylinder Cluster Body has a rating of 5. Invalid password. JavaScript seems to be
disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the
functionality of this website. Lighting fixtures are a big part of any room's decoration and
theme. Table lamps and chandeliers can provide a lot more than light. These decorative pieces
are often chosen based upon their appearance. They can catch the eye of anyone who walks
into the room and they add a bit of classic and old-world taste to any room of your home.
However, when it comes to older lighting fixtures, it can sometimes be a bit difficult to find lamp
parts and get quality repairs. We understand this issue and specialize in providing quality
lighting parts and repairs. Standard furniture stores and hardware stores are often lacking in
terms of rare and hard to find parts for older lamps. We seek to provide a high level of quality
that makes us a top choice when it comes to needs of this kind. Now you can display your
cherished lighting fixtures without worry, as any lamp part you need can be found in our
impressive collection. Decades of networking with antique dealers has enabled us to acquire an
impressive inventory including plates, chains, tubes, columns, bases, connectors, bases, and
more. Our specialty in the area of contemporary and antique light parts may give us a distinct
position in the indu
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stry, but we still strive to provide customers with unmatched value. We believe that a diverse
inventory of hard to find components is only part of the package; excellent customer service is
also a core value of our organization. Whether your fixtures are suffering from missing screws,
warped bars, or worn electrical components, they can be repaired, reworked, and restored in
order to return them to working order. Scratched or damaged pieces can also be replaced in
order to make antique pieces retain their classic appearance without looking worn or aged. Do
not settle for a malfunctioning or damaged light fixture. Our high-quality parts can help make
any piece look better and operate more efficiently. Stop by and browse our impressive array of
components and pieces in order to give your antique or contemporary piece new life. Needing

help with specific part? Check out our Lamps Parts Index! Categories Menu. Account Cart.
Displaying products 1 to 36 of total. Show 36 48 60 All per page.

